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777 words from your new president…

	 It	was	quite	a	conference	in	Pella,	and	I	loved	seeing	everyone!		In	my	first	ICA	conference	planning,	I	learned	that	Kim	Powell	and	her	
predecessors	made	it	look	much	easier	than	it	is.		Linda	Laine	was	wonderful,	and	I	extend	a	special	shout-out	to	Kendra	Bergenske.		True	to	the	
conference	theme	of	teamwork,	Kendra	cheerfully	took	initiative	and	always	went	the	extra	mile	to	help.	
	 I	must	honor	Julie	Simanski,	who	finished	her	six-year	term	in	the	three-part	ICA	presidency	cycle.		Julie	has	been	a	tireless	servant	to	the	
Association	for	more	than	25	years	sharing	incredible	scholarship,	working	diligently	in	conference	planning,	and	being	a	pillar	of	support	for	new	
members	and	officers.		Also,	Kim	Powell	steps	into	the	past-president	phase	after	two	years	of	stellar	leadership.		I	offer	you	both	my	heartfelt	thanks.		
We’re	a	far	better	organization	because	of	your	amazing	service.
	 The	Executive	Committee	selected	three	outstanding	panels	for	states-advisory	submissions	to	Central	States.		They	are:	1)	Building	
Community	in	the	Classroom,	2)	Communicating	in	Teams:	Helping	Students	Succeed,	and	3)	Storytelling	for	Classroom	Engagement.		Our	2017	
conference	(date/venue	TBA)	theme	will	be	Freedom	of	Speech:	Rights	and	Responsibilities.
	 I’m	humbled	to	assume	the	Association	presidency,	but	I’m	not	the	same	person	ICA	elected	back	in	September	2014.		
	 I	was	gleefully	on	sabbatical	in	fall	2015	when,	on	the	morning	of	November	30,	something	was	terribly	wrong.		I	walked	up	my	basement	
stairs	and	was	completely	out	of	breath,	my	chest	tightened	and	ached,	and	my	arms	throbbed	in	pain.		Though	discomfort	subsided	after	a	few	min-
utes,	I	quickly	sought	medical	attention.		
	 “Keith,	based	on	symptoms	and	test	results,”	said	my	concerned	physician,	“I’m	afraid	you	may	have	some	serious	coronary	blockage,	
which	could	quickly	lead	to	a	heart	attack.		I	want	to	admit	you	into	the	hospital	right	now.		Can	you	drive,	or	should	we	call	an	ambulance?”		An	
ambulance?		Since	Boone	Hospital	was	only	a	six-minute	trip	from	the	clinic,	I	opted	for	the	former.	I	don’t	remember	the	drive	as	I	fell	quickly	into	
a	psychological	funk	trying	to	process	what	was	transpiring	at	the	moment.		How	could	this	be	happening?		Other	than	being	male	and	60,	I	have	no	
risk	factors	for	coronary	disease	–	no	family	history,	I	exercise	regularly,	I	have	low	cholesterol	as	a	vegetarian	since	1993,	and	I	never	smoked!		
	 The	cardiologist	came	to	my	hospital	room	to	say	that	my	EKG	was	normal,	but	my	blood	pressure	was	off	the	charts.		He	immediately	
wanted	to	perform	a	cardiac	catheterization,	because	he	strongly	suspected	arterial	blockage.
	 He	was	right.		
	 I	needed	two	stents	in	my	right	coronary	artery	to	open	areas	that	were	80%	and	95%	blocked.		“You’re	lucky	you	came	in	when	you	did,”	
he	said,	post-procedure.		“Forty	percent	of	those	who	have	similar	blockage	die	of	a	heart	attack.		Had	you	waited	much	longer,	you	likely	wouldn’t	
have	lived	to	see	Pearl	Harbor	Day.”
\	 He	then	said,	since	I	had	no	other	risk	factors,	to	steer	clear	of	stress.		I	lay	awake	that	night	in	my	hospital	room	while	a	perpetual,	internal	
dialogue	in	my	head	caused	me	to	fully	reevaluate	my	orientation	to	life.		
	 I	completed	cardiac	rehab	in	March	2016	with	a	clean	bill	of	health.		But	soon	after,	stress	of	classes	coupled	with	ICA	conference	prepa-
ration	and	other	professional	duties	began	significantly	elevating	my	blood	pressure.		I	remembered	my	cardiologist’s	sage	advice	about	stress	and	
stepped	back	from	everything	but	classes.		It	lowered	my	BP,	but	it	spurred	emails	from	a	few	concerned	ICA	members	reminding	me	that	I	was	
behind	in	conference	planning.		
	 My	new	reality	is	that	deadlines	generally	mean	little	to	me	these	days.		And	I	suspect	that	will	be	the	case	for	the	rest	of	my	life.		I	also	
know	I	must	start	things	earlier	and	avoid	simultaneously	taking	on	too	many	projects.
 The catheter that went into my heart and stented my calcified right coronary artery saved my life and opened my eyes.  Psychologically, I’m 
a different person.  And, frankly, I like the change.  I appreciate life more and have stopped taking things for granted.  Morning coffee tastes better.  
Conversation with friends is more stimulating.  Time with my wife is more fulfilling and valued.  
 I’m already planning next year’s conference.  But I won’t ignore stress, either.  When it crops up, I now put on the brakes, even if it causes 
delay.  Health comes first.  Always.  In the immortal words of the late English writer and satirist Alan Coren, “Enjoy your life today, because yesterday 
has gone, and tomorrow may never come.”  As morbid as that sounds, there are no truer words.  Trust me.  I know.
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Jennifer	Hough	presented	outstanding	adjunct	award	from	Keith	Hardeman
 

Jennifer Hough Awarded Outstanding Adjunct

Hard	work	and	a	love	of	students	and	teaching	led	to	Jennifer	Hough	receiving	ICA’s	Outstanding	Adjunct	Award.		Professor	
Hough	currently	teaches	at	Western	Iowa	Tech	Community	College	and	at	Northeast	Community	College.		She	also	taught	at	the	
University	of	South	Dakota	in	2015.		Her	high	student	evaluations	and	willingness	to	serve	her	departments	has	earned	her	the	utmost	
respect	from	students	and	faculty	alike.		

WITCC	colleague	Kendra	Bergenske	describes	her	as	“a	valuable	part	of	the	Communication	Studies	Department	and	willing	
to	take	in	anything	asked	of	her.”		Student	Courtney	Roan	said,	“I	always	admired	how	Jennifer	could	teach	on	a	level	that	each	of	us	
understood.		And	student	Hank	Zimmerman	wrote,	“She	goes	above	and	beyond	the	expected	duties	of	the	standard	instructor,”	and	
“Mrs.	Hough	is	truly	special,	and	any	institution	would	be	both	proud	and	lucky	to	have	her.”

Past	President	Kim	Powell	passed	the	gavel	to	
President	Keith	Hardeman	at	the	September	
2016	Convention	in	Pella,	IA
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2016 Citation Speech
by	Marilyn	Shaw

	 Thank	you	Melissa	and	Gayle	for	the	warm	introduction.		Thank	you	to	the	Iowa	Communication	Association.		This	is	a	great	
honor.				During	my	time	as	a	member	of	ICA	I	have	worked	with	wonderful	people,	created	new	friendships,	renewed	old	friendships	
and	thoroughly	enjoyed	my	participation	as	a	member	of		this	organization.		I	look	forward	to	more	adventures	in	the	future.		
	 My	parents	deserve	to	be	recognized.		They	were	supportive	of	my	dream	to	become	an	educator,	but	reserved.		After	all,	I	
was	a	first	generation	college	student	and	they	didn’t	know	what	to	expect,	but	if	this	was	my	dream,	then	they	would	be	behind	my	
dream.
	 	 Most	importantly,	I	want	to	thank	my	husband,	Kirk,	and	our	daughters,	Michele,	Jennifer,	Sara	and	Rebecca.		I	
know	it	wasn’t	easy	having	me	step	away	from	my	high	school	teaching	to	return	to	college	and	pursue	yet	another	goal.			The	five	of	
you	are	steadfast	and	resilient	and	remember	“always	and	forever.”
	 Finally,	I	would	like	to	remember	Fred	Eyres,	my	high	school	guidance	counselor.		As	a	new	tenth	grade	student,	I	waltzed	
into	his	office	one	day	and	declared	I	was	going	to	be	a	teacher.		He	never	doubted	it	or	tried	to	persuade	me	otherwise.		For	the	next	
three	years	we	followed	a	plan.
	 I	am	a	teacher!	Now	that	I	have	declared	that,	what	exactly	does	it	mean?	Merriam-Webster	defines	teacher	as	“one	who	
teaches	especially:	one	whose	occupation	is	to	instruct.”		Well,	isn’t	this	crystal	clear	now!	It	seems	like	I	need	to	dig	a	little	deeper	
here.		Back	to	Merriam-Webster	teach	simply	means	“to	cause	or	help	(a	person	or	animal)	to	learn	how	to	do	something	by	giving	
lessons,	showing	how	it	is	done.”		Huh?		Moving	further	down	in	the	list	of	definitions	I	uncover	the	transitive	verb	of	teach	and	
here	it	is.		What	I	have	and	had	been	telling	my	students	for	years.		The	transitive	verb	of	teach	is	“to	guide	the	studies	of…”	or	in	
my	words,	to	be	their	guide	through	their	educational	adventure.		As	teachers	we	cannot	make	anyone	learn	something.		That	is	up	to	
them,	but	we	can	act	as	a	guide	along	the	way.		This	is	where	I	see	myself.	Let’s	take	a	look	at	what	being	a	guide	really	means	and	
how	as	a	guide	we	can	contribute	to	educating	a	well-rounded	citizen?		
	 I	had	to	stop	and	think	about	this.		How	can	I	be	a	guide	and	act	as	a	facilitator	to	students	as	well?		This	reminded	me	of	
a	story	one	of	my	former	UNI	students	shared	with	me.		As	part	of	a	speech	she	was	presenting	she	closed	with	a	quote	her	father	
repeated	to	her	time	and	time	again	as	she	was	growing	up.		The	5	“P’s.”			These	serve	as	an	example	of	what	guidance	stands	for.		
“Proper	Preparation	Prevents	Poor	Performance.”		Let	me	repeat	that.		“Proper	Preparation	Prevents	Poor	Performance.”		What	a	
wonderful	philosophy	Todd	Bradley	shared	with	Olivia.		As	a	communication	educator	I	am	well	aware	of	the	time	and	practice	it	
takes	to	become	properly	prepared	for	performance.		Whether	it	is	preparation	for	the	classroom,	guiding	students	along	the	path	to	
discovery	or	serving	as	a	coach,	proper	preparation	is	essential.		Is	that	all	there	is	to	proper	preparation	though?		From	classroom	
management	to	dissemination	of	information	we	are	being	asked	to	prepare	students	for	what	lies	before	them	in	the	future.		We	are	
asked	to	have	our	students	meet	standards	designated	as	universal	for	their	grade	level,	attain	a	particular	GPA,	and	enter	into	the	work	
force	as	well-educated	and	contributing	citizens.		Wow.		Exactly	what	is	a	well-educated	contributing	citizen?		Is	it	a	person	who	holds	
several	degrees	from	prestigious	colleges	or	universities;	or	a	person	who	has	memorized	every	fact	and	statistic	on	every	topic	they	
are	interested	in;	or	perhaps	it	is	the	person	who	had	an	abundance	of	knowledge	and	is	good	at	test	taking.		Still,	does	this	make	them	
well-educated?		After	all,	proper	preparation	prevents	poor	performance.		They	seem	properly	prepared.
	 Let	me	share	a	story	with	you.		My	father	was	an	automotive	mechanic.		He	worked	for	over	35	years	for	a	Buick	and	
Pontiac	Dealership.		He	was	very	good	at	his	trade.		Clients	would	request	his	services	and	return	time	after	time.		Many	friends	would	
recommend	him	to	others	or	call	and	ask	him	questions	about	their	cars.		“Talking	cars”	was	done	quite	a	bit	at	family	gatherings	and	
with	friends.		His	employer	believed	in	him	so	much	that	they	sent	him	to	several	workshops	to	train	on	new	products	or	accessories	
for	engines,	cars,	motors,	etc.		He	would	come	back	home	and	train	the	other	mechanics	in	the	company	on	the	techniques	guiding	
them	through	their	skills.		My	father’s	specialty	was	automotive	mechanics,	but	he	had	a	dream.		He	wanted	to	build	his	own	home.		
He	was	not	a	carpenter	and	did	not	work	in	construction,	but	helped	others	and	wanted	to	do	this	as	a	challenge	to	himself.		He	called	
it	a	“hobby.”		He	loved	working	with	his	hands.
	 	We	moved	to	a	small	town	in	Iowa	when	I	was	6	and	my	parents	purchased	a	home	on	a	corner	lot	for	$2500.		It	was	a	small	
home	with	2	bedrooms,	a	kitchen,	a	living	room	and	outdoor	facilities	for	the	bathroom.	Over	the	next	four	years,	after	work	and	on	
weekends,	he	designed,	built	and	created	his	dream.		Taking	down	the	last	of	the	old	walls,	our	new	3	bedroom,	1	bath	home	stood	
before	him.		His	dream	had	been	accomplished:	a	new	home,	built	by	an	automotive	mechanic	who	grew	up	in	the	depression	era	and	
only	finished	the	ninth	grade.		In	many	eyes,	he	didn’t	have	proper	preparation	as	far	as	education,	but	he	certainly	did	not	have	poor	
performance.		My	father	was	a	very	intelligent	man.
	 So	maybe	education	is	more	than	performance.		Maybe	education	comes	from	deep	within	each	of	us	and	surfaces	in	contexts	
other	than	“demonstrations”	of	learning.		For	me,	I	think	educational	imprints	are	more	of	a	silent	reminder	of	the	strength	and	
determination	that	comes	from	the	ability	to	demonstrate	commitment,	compassion	and	courage.		These	are	my	3	“C’s.”
	 When	I	think	of	commitment,	I	think	of	stick-to-evenness--the	ability	to	select	a	path	and	see	it	through	to	the	end.		
Commitment	means	that	you	are	willing	to	put	forth	the	effort	and	energy	to	accept	a	challenge	and	to	follow	it	to	the	conclusion,	
despite	the	outcome.		We	do	not	always	succeed	in	our	first	attempt,	but	by	trying	over	and	over	again	we	perfect	our	efforts	and	
master	the	challenge.		Back	to	my	dad.		When	my	dad	designed	the	blueprints	for	our	home,	he	worked	with	the	men	at	the	local	
lumberyard	to	draw	up	the	plans.		He	wanted	to	do	this	himself.		It	would	have	been	easy	to	just	turn	it	over	to	the	professionals,	
but	he	wanted	this	to	be	his	dream	and	his	creation	100%.		He	went	through	multiple	drawings	and	designs	and	finally	had	what	he	
wanted.		A	nice	two-bedroom	home	for	his	family.		Remember	though,	I	told	you	at	the	beginning	it	was	a	three	bedroom	home.		
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See,	there	was	this	10-year	old	who	begged	and	insisted	she	did	not	want	to	share	a	bedroom	with	her	sister,	so	my	dad	created	an	
additional	design	so	I	could	have	my	own	room.		Dad	accepted	the	challenge	one	more	time.
	 I	am	sure	all	of	you	who	have	coached	Speech	and	Debate	can	remember	that	one	student	who	joined	the	team,	but	never	was	
on	a	podium	or	received	an	All-State	medal	let	alone	a	Division	one	rating.		Tara	was	a	warm	and	friendly	young	lady	and	she	loved	
being	part	of	the	team.		She	always	arrived	on	time,	never	complained,	and	yes,	never	broke	to	a	semi-final	round	or	got	a	I	at	districts	
to	go	onto	state.		Tara	never	quit.		She	was	committed	to	the	team	and	to	her	friends.		It	wasn’t	about	winning	or	losing,	it	was	about	
being	involved	and	spending	time	with	her	team.		Commitment	keeps	us	energized,	but	what	is	it	then	that	keeps	us	in	touch	with	
reality?
	 Compassion,	to	me,	is	the	ability	to	see	the	world	through	another	lens.		It	is	the	ability	to	live	outside	of	our	own	skin	
and	to	not	prejudge	or	stereotype	others.		My	Exploring	Communication	classes	were	required	to	read	a	small	novella	“Seedfolks”	
by	Paul	Feischman.	13-voices—old,	young,	Haitian,	Hispanic,	tough—telling	one	amazing	story	about	a	garden	that	transforms	
a	neighborhood.		Seedfolks	talks	about	the	common	ground	that	all	of	us	walk	on.		The	commonalities	of	life	that	all	of	us	face.		
Education	just	doesn’t	come	from	books,	but	from	the	experiences	that	make	us	individuals	and	inhabitants	of	the	same	spaces.		It	
cannot	be	learned	as	much	as	experienced.		Sometimes	it	simply	is	doing	or	saying	the	right	thing	at	the	right	time.		My	almost	now	
12-year-old	grandson,	when	he	was	in	kindergarten,	was	a	compassionate	young	boy.		One	day	on	the	playground	he	saw	another	
kindergartner	crying.		It	bothered	him	so	he	went	to	her	and	asked	what	was	wrong.		She	told	him	that	she	was	sad	and	that	she	really	
missed	her	mommy.		He	understood	her	sadness	and	put	his	arm	around	her	and	gave	her	a	small	kiss	on	the	cheek.		Compassion	
comes	from	within	and	John	shared	compassion	with	her	that	day.		By	the	way,	his	Mom	was	told	by	his	teacher	what	had	happened	
on	the	playground	and	that	John	was	to	not	display	that	inappropriate	behavior	again.		As	for	me,	I	love	the	fact	he	could	feel	empathy	
and	compassion	for	another	person.
	 This	leads	me	to	my	final	C—courage.		Webster	defines	courage	as	the	mental	or	moral	strength	to	venture.		I	love	this	
thought!		To	me	courage	is	the	ability	to	challenge	the	unknown	and	take	risks.			Imbedded	in	courage	is	the	knowledge	you	gain	along	
your	educational	path	to	open	your	mind	to	diversity	and	acceptance.		When	my	oldest	daughter	was	a	sophomore	in	high	school	she	
came	home	and	told	me	she	could	not	participate	on	the	speech	team	because	Cedar	Falls	did	not	have	a	speech	program.		What--such	
a	big	school	and	no	extra-curricular	speech?		So	as	Moms	do	when	they	are	concerned,	I	went	to	the	school	to	meet	with	Merle	Picht	
and	inquired	why	there	was	not	a	speech	program	at	CF.		He	told	me	no	one	felt	they	had	the	time	or	the	training	to	do	it,	but,	(there	
is	always	a	but)	if	I	would	agree	to	begin	the	program	again	they	would	be	very	happy	and	pay	me	well	and	have	funding	to	do	what	
I	wanted	to	do.		How	hard	could	this	be?		Four	contests	and	two	All-States.		I	did	that	while	teaching	at	Oelwein	High	School	and	it	
was	great.		“Oops!			Merle	said,	did	I	forget	to	tell	you	we	want	you	to	do	IFL	and	NFL	work	as	well?”		So	it	began;	students	who	
had	not	experienced	IHSSA	before	now	doing	both	IHSSA	and	NFL.	Traveling	down	a	path	unknown	and	taking	risks.	What	does	
this	have	to	do	with	courage?		We	were	the	newbies	on	the	block.		One	of	the	largest	tournaments	and	our	first	major	competition	
was	held	at	Iowa	City.		Competition	was	hard	and	we	had	no	idea	what	to	expect.		We	were	competing	against	big	schools,	with	big	
budgets,	and	they	had	been	doing	this	for	years.		We	were	just	beginning	and	I	prepared	a	Duo	Interp.	team	to	do	a	cutting	from	“Baby	
with	the	Bathwater.”	We	practiced		And	the	team	dug	down,	adapted	to	a	new	style	of	performance,	and	ventured	into	a	new	format.		
They	made	it	to	finals.		David	Wendt	was	announcing	the	final	results.		He	came	to	Duo	Interp.		With	5	teams	competing,	we	were	
just	excited	to	have	made	it	to	finals.		He	read	the	fifth	place,	fourth	place,	third	place	and	Cedar	Falls	was	not	mentioned.		With	only	
two	places	left,	he	said	he	was	going	to	announce	the	winner.		He	looked	out	in	the	audience	and	said	“the	winner	of	duo	interp.	is	
Cedar…”	(long	pause.)		Great.		There	was	a	Cedar	Rapids	team	left	and	us.			They	had	been	doing	this	for	years	and	this	was	our	first	
large	tournament.		Finally	he	said	“Falls.”		Now	this	is	great,	but	the	courage	comes	next.		The	team	consisted	of	a	young	man	and	a	
young	lady,	both	who	had	never	participated	in	NFL	contests	before.		Matt	was	so	excited	he	jumped	out	of	his	seat	right	there	in	the	
middle	of	the	auditorium,	grabbed	Michele,	pulled	her	up,	and	gave	her	a	huge	hug	to	the	applause	of	the	audience.		“Mental	or	moral	
courage	to	venture.”	Not	only	did	this	team	venture	into	new	territory	they	were	not	afraid	to	move	forward	and	take	the	risk.	Robert	
Kennedy	once	said,	“Only	those	who	dare	to	fail,	can	ever	achieve	greatly.”		Each	of	us	has	that	ability.
	 	My	dad	faced	courage	when	he	selected	to	build	a	new	home	without	a	background	in	construction.		Tara	faced	courage	as	
she	continued	to	participate	without	the	big	rewards.		John	faced	courage	when,	at	5,	he	went	to	a	classmate	and	provided	her	with	
compassion	and	understanding.		Matt	and	Michele	faced	courage	performing	at	a	major	contest	not	knowing	how	the	ending	would	be	
written.		This	is	what	the	guidance	of	a	teacher	does.		Commit,	provide	compassion,	and	demonstrate	courage.		It	comes	from	within	
each	of	us.		It	comes	from	within	you.				As	educators	we	need	to	be	open	to	exploring	new	ideas,	examining	new	possibilities	and	
being	the	creator	of	that	which	challenges.		We	need	to	be	properly	prepared.		
	 Mark	Twain	stated,	“twenty	years	from	now	you	will	be	more	disappointed	by	the	things	you	didn’t	do	than	by	the	ones	you	
did.		So	throw	away	the	bow	lines.		Sail	away	from	the	safe	harbor.		Catch	the	trade	winds	in	your	sails.		Explore.	Dream.	Discover.	
	 	Fred	Eyres,	this	is	exactly	what	I	did,	what	you	guided	me	to	do,	and	plan	to	continue	to	do.		I	will	explore,	I	will	dream,	and	
I	will	discover	each	day	is	new	and	exciting!
Thank	you.
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       New At-Large Committee Members

      By Kim Powell

	 	 	 	 Jenn	Supple	Bartels	is	an	Assistant	Professor	of	Communication	at	the	University	of	Dubuque,	where	she	is		 	
	 	 	 			 currently	serving	as	Department	Chair	and	the	Director	of	the	Basic	Course.	She	is	an	Iowa	native		 	 	
	 	 	 	 with	a	B.F.A.	from		Drake	University	in	Theatre		 and	an	M.A.	from	the	University	of	Northern	Iowa	in	 	
	 	 	 																Communication	Education.	Her	areas	of	interest	include	the	Basic	Course,	the	role	of	identity	in	Digitsl	 	
	 	 																																Interpersonal,	and	Organizational	Communication,	and	all	things	teaching	and	learning.	

    

The	Iowa	Journal	of	Communication,	an	award	winning	state	journal,	publishes	the	highest	quality	scholarship	on	a	
variety	of	communication	topics.	Manuscripts	may	be	philosophical,	theoretical,	critical,	applied,	pedagogical,	or	
empirical	in	nature.	We	also	publish	reviews	and	reflective	pieces	of	concern	to	communication	scholars.	Submissions	 
from	all	geographic	areas	are	encouraged,	and	one	need	not	be	a	member	of	the	Iowa	Communication	Association	to	
submit	a	piece.	

    Iowa Journal of Communication
    Call for Manuscripts
    Volume 49 (2017) 
	 	 	 	 by	David	McMahan

The	Iowa	Journal	of	Communication	is	seeking	manuscripts	for	a	general	issue	(Number	2	of	Volume	49)	open	to	any	topic	related	to	communication	
and	a	special	issue	(Number	1	of	Volume	49)	open	to	any	topic	encompassing	Relational	Communication.	

Deadline	for	either	issue	is	March	20,	2017.	

Research	manuscripts	should	not	exceed	25	pages	(excluding	references	and	tables/appendixes)	and	should	include	a	separate	title	page	that	includes	
author(s)	name,	academic	position,	institutional	affiliation,	mailing	address,	phone	number,	and	email	address.	A	history	of	the	work	(including	a	
description	of	any	public	presentation	or	publication	of	any	part	of	the	data	set	or	portions	of	the	manuscript	and	whether	the	manuscript	is	part	of	
a	thesis	or	dissertation)	should	also	be	provided.	Manuscripts	should	include	an	abstract	not	to	exceed	200	words.	All	submissions	must	conform	to	
the	6th	edition	of	the	Publication	Manual	of	the	American	Psychological	Association.	The	journal	adheres	to	a	double-blind	review	process	where	
the	identities	of	both	the	reviewers	and	the	authors	are	hidden	from	each	other.	Accordingly,	any	information	revealing	author	identity	should	be	
removed	from	the	piece	for	review.	All	manuscripts	submitted	for	consideration	should	be	original,	unpublished,	and	not	under	consideration	by	other	
publication	outlets.	Only	electronic	submissions	in	Microsoft	Word	will	be	accepted.		

Special	Issue	Information:		Manuscripts	encompassing	Relational	Communication	are	invited	for	the	special	issue.		Manuscripts	focusing	on	any	
type	of	social	and	personal	relationship	and	using	any	theoretical	and	methodology	foundation	are	welcomed.		Those	manuscripts	focusing	on	
understudied	populations,	on	understudied	relationships,	on	understudied	relational	phenomena,	and	on	topics	at	the	intersection	of	relationships,	
media,	and	technology	are	especially	welcomed.			

Queries	and	manuscript	submissions	should	be	addressed	to	the	editor:

David	T.	McMahan
mcmahan@missouriwestern.edu

Franklin	Nii	Amankwah	Yartey,	is	an	Associate	Professor	of	Communication	at	the	University	of	Dubuque,	Dubuque,	
Iowa.	Yartey	received	an	undergraduate	degree	from	Northwestern	College	and	held	graduate	teaching	and	research	
assistantships	at	Indiana	State	University	and	Bowling	Green	State	University.	His	research	focuses	on	Digital	
Media	and	Globalization/Social	Media,	with	a	secondary	focus	on	Intercultural	Communication.	Other	research	
interests	include	online	microfinance	and	its	impact	on	third	world	women,	health	communication,	media	ethics,	and	
globalization.	
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New Teacher Award Winner, Allison Koontz
By	Past	President	2016,	Julie	Simanski

Mesmerizing	and	sometimes	magical	are	the	ingredients	of	good	teaching.		This	year’s	2016	New	Teacher	recipient,	Allison	
Koontz	of	Indian	Hills	Junior	High	in	West	Des	Moines,	has	cast	a	spell	over	not	just	her	students,	but	her	colleagues	as	well.

A	former	student	stated	that,	“Ms.	Koontz	is	an	exceptional,	caring,	and	encouraging	teacher	and	person.”		Allison	cares	
for	her	students	and	motivates	them.		Stacey	Hansen,	a	West	Des	Moines	colleague,	called	her	a	“people	magnet,	kid	enthusiast,	
and	a	maker	of	all	things	positive.”			Allison	has	attracted	so	many	students	to	the	speech	and	drama	program	at	Indian	Hills	that	
administration	had	to	double	the	number	of	classes	offered.		Furthermore,	she	has	doubled	the	number	of	students	involved	in	her	
productions.		The	school	even	had	to	add	more	shows	to	the	schedule	because	of	sold-out	programs.

Cameron	Gale,	chair	of	her	department,	said	that	Allison,	is	organized,	efficient,	and	hard	working.		In	fact,	for	him,	wishes	
can	come	true.		He	said,	“When	she	was	younger,	I	thought,	I	wish	she	would	come	back	home	and	teach	here	someday.		I	feel	grateful	
she	did.”		It’s	obvious	that	students	and	colleagues	alike	feel	grateful	that	Allison	pursued	her	teaching	career	in	West	Des	Moines.

Allison’s	teaching	philosophy	begins	with	a	spirit	of	optimism	and	a	touch	of	magic	by	borrowing	a	line	from	Mary	Poppins,	
“Anything	can	happen	if	you	let	it.”		The	Iowa	Communication	Association	proudly	awards	Allison	Koontz	with	the	2016	New	
Teacher	Award.		She	is	undoubtedly	in	the	words	of	Mary	Poppins,	“supercalifragilisticexpialidocious.”

Westphal Student Paper Presented
David	McMahan	presents	Stephanie	Steiner	with
the	top	student	paper	award

The	Westphal	Student	Paper	Award	is	presented	each	year	to	the	author	of	the	top	undergraduate	or	graduate	student	paper	submitted	
for	the	annual	convention.		This	year’s	recipient	was	Stephanie	Steiner,	Buena	Vista	University,	for	the	paper	titled	“The	Filtered	Self:	
What	Instagram	Postings	Reveal	about	an	Individual’s	Sense	of	Identity.”		As	part	of	this	honor,	the	paper	will	appear	in	the	next	issue	
of	the	Iowa	Journal	of	Communication.
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Dr. Bennet Omalu Warns Against ‘Conformational Intelligence’ in Green Lecture at Westminster College
BY	COURTNEY	GALLAGHER	 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF,	The Columns (Student newspaper for Westminster College, Fulton, MO)
In	the	57th	annual	Green	Foundation	lecture	on	September	15,	Dr.	Bennet	Omalu,	forensic	pathologist	and	medical	examiner,	shared	
his	experience	battling	the	National	Football	League	over	his	trailblazing	research	on	concussions	and	brain	damage. 
 
Omalu,	whose	research	was	featured	in	the	film	“Concussion,”	also	explained	the	need	to	question	society	and	emphasized	the	danger	
in	accepting	all	of	its	messages.	He	used	the	term	“conformational	intelligence”	to	describe	the	mindset	he	warned	against,	describing	
it	as	“a	phenomenon	whereby	your	intelligence,	your	mentality,	the	cast	of	your	mind,	your	perception	of	your	environment	are	by	the	
expectations,	the	traditions,	the	cultures,	the	norms	and	laws	of	society,	even	without	you	knowing	it	or	being	aware	of	it.”

He	said	conformational	intelligence	creates	zombies	of	society	and	the	groups	individuals	belong	to	and	explained	that	this	
phenomenon	is	the	reason	his	research	was	initially	disregarded.

Following	the	2002	death	of	former	Pittsburgh	Steeler	player	Mike	Webster,	Omalu	said	he	continued	seeing	players	suffering	from	
what	is	now	called	Chronic	Traumatic	Encephalopathy	(CTE),	a	disease	he	named.

However,	according	to	Omalu,	American	physicians	dismissed	and	ridiculed	him,	calling	him	dangerous.

“Society	chose	to	look	the	other	way,	and	I	asked	myself,	‘Why?’”	he	said.	“How	can	this	be	happening	in	America?	Why	did	it	take	
an	outsider,	a	buffoon	of	football	to	discover	this	disease?”

Omalu	said	it	is	conformational	intelligence	that	explains	why	individuals	can	deny	and	reject	objective	evidence	presented	to	them.

“It	was	because	America	was	highly	intoxicated	with	the	culture	of	football	(that)	American	doctors	…	did	not	want	to	recognize	
football	to	be	the	dangerous	sport	that	it	is.”

As	Nigerian-born	Omalu	showed	by	describing	his	personal	experience	with	discrimination,	it	is	also	prejudice	that	can	prevent	ideas	
from	being	shared.

“As	a	society,	we	have	a	culture	of	dismissing	marginal	people,	peripheral	people,	the	unexpected	people,”	Omalu	said,	adding,	“We	
need	to	change	that.”

While	Omalu	said	conformational	intelligence	constrains	ingenuity	and	creativity,	he	described	a	solution.

“There	is	power	in	diversity,	power	in	opening	doors	to	those	who	are	different,”	he	said.	“Each	one	of	us	is	a	star.”

Photo	courtesy	of	Westminster	College
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Westphal Student Paper Competition Call

Iowa Communication Association 2017 Convention 

We	seek	both	undergraduate	and	graduate	student	papers	for	presentation	at	the	annual	Iowa	Communication	Association	(ICA)	
convention.	Papers	may	cover	any	aspect	of	communication	and	should	be	no	longer	than	25	typed,	double-spaced	pages	in	length	
plus	references.	Papers	accepted	for	presentation	will	be	organized	into	thematic	and/or	top	paper	panels	for	conference	presentation.	
The	top	paper	receives	the	Westphal	Student	Paper	Award	and	will	be	published	in	the	Iowa Journal of Communication.	

Submissions	should	include:

·	 An	email	from	the	student	(or	sponsoring	faculty	member)	articulating	the	course/occasion	through	which	the	paper	was	
created,	naming	the	professor	overseeing	its	development	and	when	the	course	was	completed.	

·	 Declaration	confirming	that	if	accepted	for	presentation	the	student	will	attend	the	conference	and	present	the	paper;	the	pa-
per	has	not	and	will	not	be	submitted	to	any	other	publication	outlets	pending	ICA’s	decision;	and	the	paper	is	the	sole	work	
of	the	student	(or	students)	independently	or	through	mentorship	with	a	faculty	member	only	(faculty	members	should	not	be	
co-authors).

·	 A	Word	document	containing	the	manuscript	without	any	author	identifying	information	and	a	separate	title	page	which	
includes	the	title,	author(s)	and	author(s)	contact	information.

Submissions	must	be	received	by	June	1,	2017	but	are	welcomed	at	any	time	prior	to	that	date.

Submissions	should	be	sent	to	David	T.	McMahan,	editor	of	the	Iowa Journal of Communication:		mcmahan@missouriwestern.edu
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